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was prudent to focus on the study of the dialectic of religion in essence and 

manifestation with respect to a single mitzvah and then to move on to the 

general principle. This approach was consistent with a deeper. meta-halakhic 

assumption that R. Twersky made, that "the part is greater than the whole." 

In the Visions of Jewish Education Project, R. Twersky repeatedly 

argued for the priority of.in-service teacher education in educational reform. 

In his view, Jewish study had to be brought into the organizational and 

professional frameworks in which educational practitioners regularly function 

-teachers must also be learners. This approach took R. Twersky's general 

assumption about traditional learning-that understanding will set in only 

through its activation in the experience of practice-and applied it to the 

specific realm of teacher learning. He believed that this approach would 

generate better practice &om within existing realities and he argued for 

this .approach over and against policies that bring in reform strategies &om 

the outside. This view corresponded to a founding principle of our work 

at A TID, based on our frustration that in-service teacher learning-actual 

Talmud Torah-was almost completely absent from the Modern Orthodox 

educational workplace. 

Research on teacher education in general education also pointed us 

to the benefits of an approach that builds teacher learning through focus 

and collaboration on the development of a single lesson. Since so much of 

Modern Orthodox education takes place in America and Israel, one might 

have assumed that this research drew on practice in general American or 

Israeli teacher education. As it turned out, this research drew on Japanese 

education and it was presented to western educators precisely because it 

moved in the opposite direction of what was going on in their approach to 

teacher education. 

This research described the Japanese method of Kounaikenshuu, or 

lesson study, a process teachers engage in throughout their careers. In The 

Teaching Gap: Best Ideas from the World's Teachers for Improving Education in the 

Classroom, Stigler and Hiebart explain that 
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In the United States, teachers are assumed to be competent once 

they have completed teacher-training programs. Japan makes no such 

assumption. Participation in school-based professional-development 

groups is considered part of the teacher's job in Japan. These groups 

play a dual role: not only do they provide a context in which teachers 

are mentored and trained (by their peers), they also provide a laboratory 

for the development and testing of new teaching techniques.39 

Kounaikenshuu takes place in the school and in district-wide groups. 

It seems to be most effective in the context of "lesson study," in which 

groups of teachers meet over long periods of time (sometimes a whole year) 

to work on designing and improving individual lessons or units. The goal 

of improving student learning emerges from commitment to the idea that 

"schools must be places where teachers, as well as students, can learn."40 The 

Japanese lesson study model seemed more apt for halakhic teacher education 

than other models we had encountered. 

Finally, we had already engaged in an experimental session along the 

lines of this approach with a previous group and found it to be fruitful. 

We worked with this group on the development of approaches to teaching 

the Purim mitzvah of malanol le-evyonim (gifts to the poor) in a "Twerskian 

way."41 

This prior experience also gave us the advantage of being somewhat 

familiar with the challenges of building such an exercise: choosing a 

particular mitzvah; collating sources on that mitzvah that lend themselves to 

learning both its philosophical and practical aspects as well as the dialectic 

between them; devising and refining a method for enabling that learning; 

and, in a second stage of this pedagogy, further refining the pedagogy so 

as to enable Fellows to translate their learning of the mitzvah into creative 

pedagogical ideas and to engage in crirical discourse about the benefits and 

shortcomings of each. 

The Fellows responded positively to this idea. While novel, it offered 

them an opportunity that they really craved for integrating Torah study 
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into curriculum planning. Presented with the challenge of deciding upon 

a mitzvah to study as the focus for our experiment, they chose hashaval 

aveidah {returning lost property). They chose this mitzvah in part because 

the study of its central sources could be accomplished in the session and a 

half that we had allotted for this activity. At the same time, hashaval aveidah 

provided a genuine and deep opportunity for education based on hergel in 

real educational settings. Students constantly lose and find things. Their 

learning of this mitzvah could indeed infuse their halakhic practice-if, that 

is, ways could be found to help them make the connections spontaneously. 

That was our challenge. 

We also felt that this would be an instructive example for moral 

education in general, and a demonstration of the interconnectedness, 

indeed unity, of halakhic and moral education. Moral education transpires 

not through the pontifications of the educator or the encounter with 

philosophical or literary texts, but through funneling these into real 

experience. Returning lost property offers such an experience from within 

everyday school life. 

Hashavat aveidah was not a mitzvah that R Twersky had discussed in 

his writings, so we took on the task of preparing an anthology of sources 

for the Fellows' study sessionY In truth, we should have given them the 

opportunity to undertake this exercise, to choose from among the sea of 

halakhic literature those sources that would be necessary for teachers to 

study in a Twerskian mode so as to devise appropriate pedagogics. Since 

they were all proficient with this literature it would not have been a problem 

for the Fellows to take on this assignment. Moreover, this would have been 

a good training opportunity for them, because it is the kind of assignment 

they would have to be able to take on alone if they were seriously interested 

in using R Twersky's ideas in their work. Given the limited amount of 

time we had, however, we decided that it was more important to study the 

sources in a T werskian manner than to undertake the work of selecting them 

in advance. 
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The anthology began with Deuteronomy 22:1-3: 

::pr:u::? o::p~J;! J\!!Q DQI;;l D>??~J;li:l) m·:rn 1'¥J nl;( 1N :pnz:: 110 nl;( ill;(ltl I'<'J 

1!.!17 1~ :[If~ il~i)) ;p;p:J ;T)n 'JN, )n~~~l )11~1~ NJ) :r'?.z::< :r'DZ:: Jhi? 1'<';1 ON) 

'J?':J il~~D P) 1n{l?~? il~~D P) hDQ':J il¥.'~D P) :1'/ )riJ\!!L)l 1nN :['nz:: 

:DiJ~J;li1? 'J:;nn NJ il.tJN:jY,)1 U~Y,l 1;JN11 1~1;.':( :['I:'IJ:< n1:11;.':t 

If you see your fellow's ox or sheep gone astray, do not ignore it; 
you must take it back to your fellow. If your fellow does not live near 
you or you do not know who he is, you shall bring it home and it shall 
remain with you until your fellow claims it; then you shall give it back 
to him. You shall do the same with his ass; you shall do the same with 
his garment; and so too shall you do with anything that your fellow 
loses and you find: you must not remain indifferent. 

It also included other halakhic sources that delineate the practical 

details of this mitzvah and provide the larger rationale for its undertaking. 

These included Maimonides' summary of the halakhah in the Mishneh Torah, 

Hilkhot Gezelah ve-Aveidah, Laws of Theft and Robbery (primarily chapters 11 

and 13) and his philosophical discussion of it in Guide of the Perplexed III:40. 

We also took philosophical passages from Sefer halfinukh (#538) and Devarim 

Rabbah (3:3). While the sources we chose for the anthology were basic, we 

included other Talmudic and rabbinic material extending hashavat aveidah 

beyond property and looking at philosophical aspects of ownership. 

Instead of beginning with the study of the sources, we first asked 

the Fellows to consider the principle by which the sources on any mitzvah 

would have to be studied by "T werskian" educators in order to enhance their 

capacity to teach that mitzvah in such a way as to activate the learners' hergel. 

From the ensuing discussion, it became clear that it was not the traditional 

mode of beit midrash study, which is boundless and serendipitous. Rather, 

such study would have to be organized around two aims: 

a) How does the halakhic dialectic play itself out in the observance of this 

mitzvah? In learning these sources, we would have to use the principle of 

hergel as the fulcrum on which to balance the philosophical ideas and the 
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practical details. That is, we would have to identil)r the behavioral dictates 

of the law, disclose the larger purposes it seeks to achieve, and concentrate 

on how these two aspects work together. 

b) Given the way the halakhic dialectic plays itself out in the observance 

of this mitzvah, what kind of educational experiences can we devise 

so as to activate it with particular students in particular settings (e.g., 

primary school students in a Modern Orthodox day school in suburban 

America)? 

We recognized that for educators accustomed to the open-ended beit 

midrasb mode of study this learning might feel somewhat contrived or 

overly constructed, but we assumed that it is precisely this discomfort that 

is necessary for the generation of educational reform. Given the fit between 

the larger halakhic ideal and the mode of teacher education here, we believed 

that the discomfort would soon diminish. To ease this tension, we decided 

to undertake the first part of the learning in traditional beit midrash format

Fellows studied the texts through the Twerskian prism, but in f?avrutot of two 

to four participants. We pooled the outcomes of their learning in a plenum 

session, and then moved on to the second component. 

The Fellows learned the source material with great enthusiasm. Within 

their f?avrutot, they began to identil)r passages in the source texts that spoke 

to the spiritual/philosophical dynamics of hashavat aveidah and tried to trace 

the way that these aspects work in tandem with the legal principles of the 

mitzvah. In the plenum, we asked the Fellows to fill in a chart with columns 

for the legal and philosophical elements of the mitzvah (see Table IV). This 

exercise produced legal and philosophical renderings of hashavat aveidah. We 

summarize each rendering here. 

a) Legal: Hashavat aveidah demands an active effort to return lost property 

to its owner. One is not free to ignore a lost item. Once one undertakes 

to return the item, there is no reversal of the decision, even if it becomes 

frustrating (e.g., an animal which bolts away a hundred times and each time 
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has to be retrieved), even if one has to hold it for the owner "until Elijah 

comes." The obligation to be active in returning the lost property takes 

precedence (according to most authorities) over the obligation to carry out 

other mitzvot, such as giving tzedakah-should he encounter a pauper while 

guarding the lost object. 

Upon finding a lost item, one must announce that it has been lost in a 

public place, using a general statement. If the owner approaches and specifies 

identifYing markers- measure, weight or the place that it was lost-it is to be 

returned. If the finder knows who the owner is, he may also bring it back 

to owner himself, but must make sure that it is properly returned (either 

in person, or to the owner's domain; e.g., an animal may be brought to its 

corral at the owner's property, but not merely to his garden). 

If time passes and the owner has not come to claim the lost item, the 

finder must take proper care of it, according to most opinions, equal to the 

responsibilities of a shomer sakhar or paid guard (as opposed to someone 

merely watching an object for free, a shomer ~inam). If the lost item is stolen 

or lost again, the original finder is responsible to the owner, but not if it is 

spoiled, ruined or destroyed in a natural disaster. 

If the lost item is an inanimate object, the finder must do what is 

necessary to sustain its o riginal value. For example, in the case of a woolen 

blanket, he must shake it once in thirty days, but not with a pole or together 

with someone else, lest it be damaged, or he can lay it out on the couch, but 

not if people sit on it. 

In the case of animals, the finder must feed them. He can pay for this 

by putting the animal to work and using the money gained thereof for the 

food. If the sum gained is greater than the cost of the food, he must keep 

it for the animal's owner. If the owner does not appear after twelve months, 

however, the finder splits the profits with the owner when he claims back 

the animal. 
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The active effort to return lost property also applies to the potential 

of property to be lost. Thus, if a f1ood approaches and threatens someone's 

home, one must try to do something that will protect that home from being 

destroyed. In addition, the active effort applies in some cases to people. 

If a person goes astray, one must help him back to the road that he was 

taking. If a person has lost his physical or spiritual health, one must help 

him restore it. 

There are, however, specifications as to boundaries and manner of 

carrying out hasbaval aveidah. It need not be carried out if the lost item is: 

considered irretrievable by the owner (i.e., it is the object of ye'ush or 

despair), either because it has no distinguishable markers on it or because it 

was lost in the sea or a river; 

considered intentionally abandoned by the owner by way of negligence 

(e.g., leaving the door open in a cowshed), though this does not mean that 

one can take the item for oneself; 

considered intentionally placed by the owner (e.g., left in a place that s/he 

comes to every morning), even in cases where there is doubt; 

is worth less than one perutah (very small amount of money) at the time 

of its having been found; 

is not something one would him or herself go looking for if it was his or 

her own (e.g., if a scholar found a sack or large basket and would normally 

find it beneath his honor to walk around with it); 

belongs to a person who does not include himself in principle within the 

constituency of law abiding members of the community-e.g., idolater, an 

apikoros (a heretic), a violator of the Sabbath in public, or one who eats non

kosher meat as a conscious act of rebellion. 

The last category has many caveats. If there is a possibility that not 

returning the lost object to the idolater will desecrate God's name, a Jew is 
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